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ABSTRACT 
We first give a result on eigenvalues of the line graph of a graph. We then use the 
result to present a new upper bound for eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix of a 
graph. Moreover we determine all graphs the largest eigenvalue of whose Laplacian 
matrix reaches the upper bound. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph with vertex set V = {v 1, v 2 . . . . .  v n} 
and edge set E = {e 1, e 2 . . . . .  era}. Let A(G) = (aq) and D(G) = 
diag(dl, d 2 . . . . .  dn) be the adjacency matrix and the degree-diagonal matrix 
of G respectively, where d~ is the degree of v i. Then L(G) = D(G) - A(G) 
is the Laplacian matrix of G. For each edge e, = {u, v}, choose one of u and 
v to be the positive "end" and the other to ~e the negative "end." Then G 
becomes an oriented graph. The oriented incidence matrix afforded by an 
orientation of G is the n × m matrix Q = (qij), where qq = 1 if v~ is the 
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positive end of ej, qij = - -  1 if it is the negative nd, and qij = 0 otherwise. 
It is well known that L(G) = QQt, where t denotes transpose (for instance, 
see [2]). 
The Laplacian matrix of a graph, which dates back to Kirchhoffs theorem 
[5], plays an important role in the study of spanning trees, spectra, isomor- 
phisms, the connectivity of a graph, and biological chemistry. Since the 1970s, 
many authors, for example Fan R. K. Chung [3], M. Fiedler [4], and R. 
Merris [6], have done a lot of work on this topic. In [1], W. N. Anderson and 
J. D. Morley gave an upper bound for eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix 
L(G) of a graph G. Their result is the following 
THEOREM 1.1. I f  A is an eigenvalue of L(G) of G, then A <~ d I + d 2. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a new upper bound for eigenvalues of
the Laplacian matrix L(G) of a graph G which improves the above result of 
Anderson and Morley. In Section 2, we give an upper bound for eigenvalues 
of the line graph of a graph. Section 3 contains a new upper bound 
concerning eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix of a graph. Moreover, we 
determine all such graphs that the largest eigenvalues of whose Laplacian 
matrices reach the upper bound. 
2. EIGENVALUES OF A LINE GRAPH 
We need several results from matrix theory. For a given n X n matrix 
A = (aq), denote 
R~ = ~ lagl for each i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, 
j-~ i 
Sij {z ~ C : l z -a i i l l z -%l<~RiR j}  for all i4 : j ,  
(1) 
and S = LJ sij, where C is the complex number field. In addition, A 
i <j 
denotes an eigenvalue of A, and x = (x 1, x 2 . . . . .  x,) t denotes an eigenvec- 
tor corresponding to A. Write 
[xpl = max{Ixil: 1 ~ i ~ n}, 
]Xql = max{lxi[: 1 ~< i 4: p ~< n}. 
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LEMMA 2.1. For a given A = (aij), if A lies in boundary of S, then 
(i) IA - akkl IA -- ajl = nkR j if Ixkl = IXpl and Ixjl = Ixql, 
(ii) Ixjl = IXql if Ixk(= Ix.I and a k, ~ O, j -~ k 
t- j 
(iii) Ixjl = IXpl if Ix~l = Ixql and akj # 07 j ~ k. 
Proof. From the kth equation of Ax = Ax we have 
IA -  akkllxkl = ,'~kakixi <<. 
Similarly, 
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lak,llx, I <~ ~ la~,llxql = aklxql. (2) 
is~k i~k 
I~ - %11xjl ~ ajlxpl. 
Hence if Ixkl = Ixpl and Ixjl = Ixql. then 
IA - akkl IA -- ajjl ~< RkR j. 
(3) 
I• - a~kllxkl ~ ~lak , l lx , I  = lakjllxjl + ~ lak,llx,t 
i~k i~k , j  
< lakjllxql + ~ lak,llxql = nklxql. 
i~k,j 
IX - aqql Ixql ~ aqlxp]. 
Hence IA - akkl IA - aqql < RkR q. In other words, A is an interior point of 
S, a contradiction. Thus (ii) holds. The proof of (iii) is similar. • 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be an irreducible matrix which has two rows such 
that each of these rows contains at least two nonzero off-diagonal entrices. I f  
A lies on the boundary of S, then A is a boundary point of each Sq. 
Moreover, 
Thus (i) holds, since A lies on the boundary of S. 
Now suppose that Ixkl = Ixp] and akj # 0, j ~ k. Clearly Ixjl ~ Ixql. I f  
Ixjl < Ixql, then (2) becomes 
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Proof. Clearly R i > 0 for all i, since A is irreducible. Moreover, )t ~ a u 
for each i, since )t lies on the boundary of S. Let x = (xl ,  x 2 . . . . .  xn) t be an 
eigenvector corresponding to )t. Then Ixql > 0: otherwise we would have 
ap_ Xp = }tXp,  and therefore )t = app, which is impossible. We consider the 
fofiowing cases. 
Case 1: Ixpl = Ixql. Since A is irreducible, A has a sequence of 
nonzero entries: ak~ k . . . . .  a k ~, p f~ {kt, k 2 . . . . .  kin} for any i # p. Because 
of apk ~ ~ 0, we have I Xkxl = I xql = I xpl by Lemma 2.1 (ii). Similarly, ak~k~ a 0 
and Ixk~l = IXql = IXpl implies Ixk_l = Ix~l = IXql by Lemma 2.1 (iii). Finally, 
a k ~ ~ 0 implies Ix~l = Ixql = txpl for  a l f i .  Hence (2) becomes IX - akkl ~< 
R~" for all k. Thus IA - a , I  I,t - ajjl ~< RiRj for all i < j .  In other words, A 
lies in each Sij. Since )t is on the boundary of S, it is a boundary point of 
each Sq. 
Case2: I x . l> lxqt .  Inthiscase, if ap i=Oforsomei  ~p,  then Ahas 
a sequence ot ~ nonzero entries: a~kl, ak~k2 . . . . .  a k ~, m >/ 1, and p 
{k l, k2 . . . . .  kin}. By Lemma 2.1(ii), we~ave I xk,I = I xq~. Moreover Ixk21 = I xpl 
by Lemma 2.1(iii). But this is impossible. Hence api ~ 0;  therefore Ix~l = Ixql 
for each i ~ p. Now there exists an entry a~k ~ O, r ~ p, k ~ p, and r ~ k. 
Hence Ix~l = Ixkl = IXql. But then Ixkl = Ixpl by Lemma 2.1(iii). Thus 
IXpl = IXql, a contradiction. This shows that case 2 is impossible. • 
Now we will give an upper bound on eigenvalues of the line graph of a 
graph. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let G be a graph with degree sequence d1 >1 d 2 >>- "'" >1 
d n and let B be the adjacency matrix of the line graph K of G. I f  )~ is the 
largest eigenvalue of B, then 
A < + - 2)(d  + d3 - 2 ) .  (4) 
I f  G is connected, then equality holds in (4) /f  and only if G is a regular 
graph or a path with three or four vertices. 
Proof. Suppose that V = {u 1, u 2 . . . . .  u,} and E = {e 1, e 2 . . . . .  era} are 
the vertex set and edge set of G respectively, and d 1 and dz are respectively 
the degrees of u i and uj in G. I f  {u~, uj} = e k, then the degree of e k in K is 
R k = d I + d 2 - 2. Note that R k is the kth row sum of B. For other edge 
e I = {us, ut}, the degree of e l in K is R l = d(u s) + d(u t) - 2. Clearly, 
R t=d(u~)+d(u  t ) -2~<d I +d  3 -2 .  I f  {u i,uj} ~E,  then for each e t, 
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R t ~< d 1 + d 3 - 2, where R t is the degree of e t in K, i.e., the t th row sum 
of B. Since all main diagonal elements of B are zero, the largest eigenvalue A 
of B lies in S = [ J  S~j by Brauer's theorem, where 
i <j  
S,j= (z~e: l z l  2 ~<RiRj)  for all i < j .  
Clearly S ___ {z ~ C: l z l  ~ ~ (d 1 + d 2 - 2)(d 1 + d 3 - 2)}. Thus (4) holds. 
Now suppose that G is connected and equality holds in (4) for G. The 
line graph of G is connected; therefore B is irreducible. I f  B has two rows 
such that each of these rows contains at least two nonzero off-diagonal 
entries, then by Lemma 2.2, )t is a boundary point of each S~j. Hence 
x =  /(dl + d2 - 2)(d  + d3 - 2) = R, Rj foral l  < j ;  
therefore d I = d e . . . . .  d n. Thus G is regular. I f  B has exactly one row 
which contains at least two nonzero off-diagonal entrices, then B is permuta- 
tion similar to a matrix of the form 
0 b12 "'" blm 1 
b12 0 ... 0 
blm 0 ... 0 
Hence K has exactly one vertex e~ such that e i and all other vertices ej are 
adjacent. Thus m ~< 3, and G is a path with three or four vertices. 
Conversely, suppose that G is a d-regular connected graph. Then each 
row sum of B is 2d  - 2. Hence the largest eigenvalue of B is 2d - 2. In 
other words, equality holds in (4) if G is d-regular. Moreover it is easy to 
verify that equality holds in (4) if G is a path of length 2 or 3. • 
COROLLARY 2.4. For a given graph G, if the two vertices of largest 
degrees are not adjacent, then A <~ d~ + d3-  2, where )t is the largest 
eigenvalue of B. 
Proof. The conclusion follows from the proof of Theorem 2.3 • 
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3. EIGENVALUES OF THE LAPLACIAN MATRIX 
In the section we will give a new upper bound on eigenvalues of the 
Laplacian matrix of a graph. We require the following. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Q be an oriented incidence matrix of a graph G, and let 
B be the adjacency matrix of the line graph of G. Then Iptpl = 2I  m + B, 
where I AI stands for the matrix whose entries are absolute values of the 
entries of A. 
Proof. For any (i, j), i 4: j, the entry in the (i, j )  position of B is 1 if the 
edges e i and ej of G are adjacent, and 0 otherwise. The same conclusion 
holds for entry on the (i, j )  position of IQtQI. Moreover, each main-diagonal 
element of IQtQI is 2. Thus the assertion holds. • 
The following is our main result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a graph with degree sequence d 1 >1 d 2 >~ "" >I 
d n, and let A be a largest eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix L(G) of G. Then 
)t ~ 2 + ¢(d  1 + d 2 - 2 ) (d  1 -4- d 3 - 2 ) .  (5) 
If G is connected, then equality holds in (5) if and only if G is a d-regular 
bipartite graph or a path with three or four vertices. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the argument in [1] mad is omitted. • 
REMARK 1. Anderson and Morley [1] proved the following theorem, 
which is stronger than Theorem 1: For any G, 
.< max {d(u) + d(v)}.  (6) 
(u, v)~E(G) 
In a similar way, we may further prove the result as follows: For any G, 
denote 
a= max {d(u) +d(v)} .  
(u,v)~E(G) 
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and assume (x, y) ~ E(G) satisfies d(x)  + d( y) = a. Moreover denote 
b = max {d(u)  + d(v )}  
(u,v)~E(G)-(x, y) 
Then 
}t ~< 2 + ~/(a -- 2 ) (b  - 2 ) .  
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(7) 
It is clear that (7) is better  than (6). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let G be a graph with degree sequence dI >1 d 2 >1 ... 
>>- d,, and let A be the largest eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix L(G). I f  the 
two vertices of largest degrees are not adjacent, then 
Proof. 
3.2. 
A < d 1 + d z. (8)  
This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 
REMARK 2. The condition "the two vertices of  the largest degrees are 
not adjacent" in Corollary 3.3 is necessary. The following is an example. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. For  G given in F igure 1, the Laplacian matrix is 
L(G)  = 
3 - 1 - 1 - 1  
-1  2 0 0 - 
-1  0 1 0 , 
-1  0 0 1 
0 -1  0 0 
O t)3 G5 t~2 ~1 / 
o o o :  
0 v4 
and f (A)  = det(AI  5 - L(G)) = A(A - 1)(A 3 - 7A 2 + 13A - 5). Since f (4)  
= -12  and f (5)  = 200, there exists an eigenvalue of A of L(G) such that 
d l+ds=4<A<5.  
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